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Employee Benefits & Executive Compensation ADVISORY n
OCTOBER 25, 2017

Do You Need to Send an Annual Notice to Plan Participants?
If So, You May Need to Do So by December 1, 2017 *
Plan sponsors of defined contribution qualified plans may need to
issue one or more annual notices to participants before the end of
each plan year. Failure to issue a required annual notice can have
significant consequences. For example, if a plan sponsor forgets to
issue the annual 401(k) safe harbor notice, the plan could lose its
safe harbor status and be forced to limit (or refund) contributions
by highly compensated employees.
This advisory serves as a reminder of the multiple year-end notices
that defined contribution plans must issue to participants. These
notices must be distributed within a reasonable period of time,
typically 30 days, before the start of the plan year.
The following table provides a list of the content and deadlines for
the most common notices that plan sponsors may need to distribute.
It includes:
• Traditional Safe Harbor 401(k) Notice
• Qualified Automatic Contribution Arrangements (QACA) Notice
for a Safe Harbor 401(k)
• Eligible Automatic Contribution Arrangement (EACA) Notice

Important News…
IRS Announces 2018 Retirement Plan Limits
The IRS recently announced increases to some of
the dollar limits for qualified retirement plans (and
generally for 403(b) and 457(b) plans) for 2018.
The following is a list of some important limits
affecting retirement plans in 2018:
• The annual limit on elective deferrals to Section
401(k) plans, Section 403(b) annuity contracts, and
eligible Section 457 plans is increased to $18,500.
• The annual limit for catch-up contributions for
individuals age 50 and older to Section 401(k)
plans, Section 403(b) annuity contracts, and eligible
Section 457 plans sponsored by governmental
entities remains unchanged at $6,000.
• The limit on total compensation used in
computing contributions and benefits under
Section 401(a)(17) is increased to $275,000.
• The dollar limit on aggregate annual additions to
defined contribution plans is increased to $55,000
plus any catch-up contributions.
• The dollar limit on annual benefits in a defined benefit
plan under Section 415(b) (before adjustment for
age and form) is increased to $220,000.

• Non-Safe-Harbor Automatic Contribution Arrangement Notice

• An individual earning more than $120,000 in 2018
will generally be a highly compensated employee
in 2019. This limit remains unchanged.

• Annual participant fee disclosures

• The Social Security taxable wage base been
increased to $128,700 for 2018.

• Qualified Default Investment Alternative (QDIA) Notice

* This deadline applies to calendar-year plans. Non-calendar-year plans have similar requirements, though their deadlines may be different.
This advisory is published by Alston & Bird LLP to provide a summary of significant developments to our clients and friends. It is intended
to be informational and does not constitute legal advice regarding any specific situation. This material may also be considered attorney
advertising under court rules of certain jurisdictions.
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Potential Consequence
for Failing to Timely
Deliver Notice

Notice

Summary of Content

When/to Whom

Traditional Safe Harbor
401(k) Notice (Code
Section 401(k)(12))

• Description of safe harbor matching contribution
formula or safe harbor nonelective contribution
formula.

Disclosure is required to
all eligible employees. The
notice is deemed to have
been given timely if it is
provided 30 to 90 days
before the beginning of
the plan year (exceptions
for new plan and newly
eligible employees).

• Likely a qualification defect.

Disclosure is required to
all eligible employees. The
notice is deemed to have
been given timely if it is
provided 30 to 90 days
before the beginning of
the plan year (exceptions
for new plan and newly
eligible employees).

• Possible qualification defect.

Disclosure is required to
all eligible employees. The
notice is deemed to have
been given timely if it is
provided 30 to 90 days
before the beginning of
the plan year (exceptions
for new plan and newly
eligible employees).

• Possible loss of ability to
return contributions to
participants.

Annual notice must
be provided to each
individual who has not
made an affirmative
deferral election under
the plan at least 30 days
before each plan year.

Potential loss of 404(c)
fiduciary protection for default
investments until corrected.

Disclosure is required to all
eligible employees. Notice
must be provided within a
“reasonable time” before
each plan year (e.g., at
least 30 days).

Under DOL Regulation
2560.502c-4, a civil penalty of
$1,632 per required recipient
may be assessed if the notice is
not provided.

• Other available employer contributions.
• Type and amount of compensation that can be
deferred.
• How and when to make a cash or deferred
election (including administrative requirements).

• Possible loss of safe harbor
status.

• Withdrawal and vesting provisions.
• How to obtain additional information such as
an SPD.
• Right to amend employer contributions mid-year.
Qualified Automatic
Contribution
Arrangements (QACA)
Notice for a Safe
Harbor 401(k) (Code
Section 401(k)(13))

• The same items described in the traditional safe
harbor 401(k) notice above.
• The level of elective contributions that will
be made if the employee does not make an
affirmative election.
• The employee’s right to not have elective
contributions made or to change the amounts.
• How contributions will be invested, including
how contributions will be invested in the absence
of an investment election by the employee.

Eligible Automatic
Contribution
Arrangement (EACA)
Notice (Code Section
414(w))

• The same items described in the traditional
safe harbor 401(k) notice above (to the extent
applicable).
• The same items described in the QACA Notice for
a Safe Harbor 401(k) above.
• The employee’s right to make a permissive
withdrawal and the procedures for electing such
a withdrawal.

Qualified Default
Investment
Alternative (QDIA)
Notice (ERISA Section
404(c)(5))

• A description of the conditions under which
assets will be invested in a QDIA.
• An explanation of the right of participants to
direct the investment of assets in their individual
accounts.
• A description of the QDIA, including a description
of the fees, investment objectives, and risk and
return characteristics.

Non-Safe-Harbor
Automatic
Contribution
Arrangement Notice
(ERISA Sections
404(c)(5), 514(e))

• The same items described in the QDIA notice
above.
• The level of elective contributions that will
be made if the employee does not make an
affirmative election.
• The employee’s right to not have elective
contributions made, or to change the amounts.

• Possible loss of safe harbor
status.
• If the QACA arrangement
uses a QDIA, under DOL
Regulation 2560.502c-4, a civil
penalty of $1,632 per required
recipient may be assessed if
the notice is not provided.

• Possible qualification defect.
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Summary of Content

When/to Whom

• Tabular disclosure showing performance over 1-,
3-, and 10-year periods.

At least once every 14
months to each participant
or beneficiary who can
direct investment of an
account.

• Summary of investment fees.
• Information on how to change investments.

Potential Consequence
for Failing to Timely
Deliver Notice
Possible breach of fiduciary
duty.

Special Consideration for Safe Harbor Plans
In 2016, the IRS issued guidance (Notice 2016-16) relaxing its position on mid-year changes to safe harbor plans. Many
mid-year changes are now permissible to safe harbor plans, though a change affecting the plan terms described in the
plan’s safe harbor notice will typically require that participants be provided with a new safe harbor notice 30 to 90 days
before the change.
Not all changes are permitted, and the IRS has listed several amendments that are impermissible, including (among
others) changing the type of safe harbor used, narrowing the group of employees eligible to receive a safe harbor
contribution, and increasing vesting conditions for nonelective contributions under a nonelective contribution safe
harbor plan. Also, existing plans cannot be amended to become a safe harbor plan after the start of the plan year.
Prior IRS guidance also permits the reduction or elimination of employer safe harbor contributions as long as the safe
harbor notice clearly reserves the employer’s right to change these contributions. We suggest adding this language to
your safe harbor notice to preserve this option.
Regardless of the increased flexibility regarding changes to safe harbor plan provisions, amendments can often have
unintended consequences. We recommend consulting the plan’s legal adviser before modifying any safe harbor plan
provisions, particularly if those provisions are described in the plan’s safe harbor notice.

Practice Pointers
• In addition to the year-end notices described above, there are several additional notices that must be provided
from time to time. These include Summaries of Material Modifications (SMMs), Summary Annual Reports (SARs),
and notices regarding changes to investment funds.
• Plan sponsors can generally combine multiple notices in a single notice. However, since different notices
have different distribution requirements, generally a combined notice should be distributed to the broadest
applicable recipient group.
• These and other notices may also require distribution during the plan year to newly eligible participants or
rehired participants.
• Sponsors of defined contribution plans may also have other notices they must provide participants, such
as diversification notices (ERISA Section 101(m), IRC Section 401(a)(35)) and quarterly or annual participant
statements (ERISA Section 105(a)).
Please do not hesitate to contact your Alston & Bird attorney if you have any questions about notice obligations or if
we can assist you in providing proper notices for your qualified retirement plan.
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You can subscribe to future Employee Benefits & Executive Compensation advisories and other Alston & Bird publications by
completing our publications subscription form.
If you have any questions or would like additional information, please contact your Alston & Bird attorney or any of the following:

Members of Alston & Bird’s Employee Benefits & Executive Compensation Group
Robert A. Bauman
202.239.3366
bob.bauman@alston.com

David R. Godofsky
202.239.3392
david.godofsky@alston.com

Blake Calvin MacKay
404.881.4982
blake.mackay@alston.com

John B. Shannon
404.881.7466
john.shannon@alston.com

Saul Ben-Meyer
212.210.9545
saul.ben-meyer@alston.com

John R. Hickman
404.881.7885
john.hickman@alston.com

Steven Mindy
202.239.3816
steven.mindy@alston.com

Carolyn E. Smith
202.239.3566
carolyn.smith@alston.com

Emily Seymour Costin
202.239.3695
emily.costin@alston.com

H. Douglas Hinson
404.881.7590
doug.hinson@alston.com

David Mohl
202.239.3389
david.mohl@alston.com

Michael L. Stevens
404.881.7970
mike.stevens@alston.com

Dominic DeMatties
202.239.3011
dominic.dematties@alston.com

Emily C. Hootkins
404.881.4601
emily.hootkins@alston.com

Earl Pomeroy
202.239.3835
earl.pomeroy@alston.com

Daniel G. Taylor
404.881.7567
dan.taylor@alston.com

Patrick C. DiCarlo
404.881.4512
pat.dicarlo@alston.com

James S. Hutchinson
212.210.9552
jamie.hutchinson@alston.com

Jonathan G. Rose
202.239.3693
jonathan.rose@alston.com

Kerry T. Wenzel
404.881.4983
kerry.wenzel@alston.com

Meredith Gage
404.881.7953
meredith.gage@alston.com

Edward T. Kang
202.239.3728
edward.kang@alston.com

Syed Fahad Saghir
202.239.3220
fahad.saghir@alston.com

Kyle R. Woods
404.881.7525
kyle.woods@alston.com

Ashley Gillihan
404.881.7390
ashley.gillihan@alston.com

Jahnisa Tate Loadholt
202.239.3670
jahnisa.loadholt@alston.com

Thomas G. Schendt
202.239.3330
thomas.schendt@alston.com
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